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INCLUSIONS:

EXCLUSIONS:

Meals (Breakfast and Dinner): You do not have to worry when you travel with us.
Whether it’s an early morning breakfast before a trek, or a hearty dinner after a
tiring day, we’ve got you covered with the most authentic Kerala cuisines.
Accommodation: Since the primary purpose of the tour is to immerse yourself in
nature, luxury accommodation is not available. However, we ensure you get all
the basic amenities necessary for a comfortable stay.
Transfers (Non-AC): Our experienced team takes care of all your transfers
during the tour, in dedicated tempo traveler/mini bus (Non-AC).
Trip captain: Every batch is assigned with a trip captain. It not only ensures that
you have a secure trekking experience, but also learn about all the secrets,
mysteries and myths about the place. 
Trekking: Experience trekking the picturesque hills and exploring Wayanad like
never before. With our dedicated team we promise an experience of a lifetime.

Travel Arrangements: We cannot pay for or arrange air or rail tickets for you to
reach the destination.
Personal Porters: Personal porters or people who may carry your belongings
must be self-hired and the company doesn’t include them in the package.
Participant Responsibility: Although maximum care for safety will be taken
throughout the Backpacking experience, if one doesn’t listen to the supervisors
and sustains injuries during the tour, the cost of medical treatment will not be
borne by the company.
Unforeseen Circumstances: The company is not liable for providing the
customers with stay and food in case of an extension caused by natural
calamities, roadblocks, bad weather, or circumstances beyond human control.
Non-Included Services: Anything that is not listed under the inclusions list will be
treated as something the company is not liable to provide.
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ITINERARY
Day 1: A Road Trip to Wayand

The exhilarating trip to Wayanad begins at 9:30 PM when we leave Bangalore for an
overnight road trip. The vibrant music, the cool breeze, and the changing landscape
set the mood for the upcoming adventure.

Day 2: The Adventure Begins
After a long road trip, all we crave is a peaceful haven in the lap of nature. There
could be no better way to start your day than a campsite on a majestic hilltop
surrounded by lush greenery. After a wholesome, authentic Kerala breakfast, we will
drive to the Soochipara Waterfalls. If you like, take a refreshing dip into the crisp
mountain water before digging into some tasty Kerala lunch at a local restaurant. 
When your stomach is happy, it's time to satisfy the adventurer in you. Head towards
the longest zipline, situated amidst a scenic tea plantation walk. After the thrilling
ride, proceed to Attamala viewpoint to witness a stunning sunset and take a leisurely
walk through the tea estate before returning to the campsite late evening. 

Day 3: A day full of Tranquil Experiences
When on a trip to the majestic paradise, waking up late is a big mistake. Rise early in
the morning and prepare to discover breathtaking 360-degree views from the
property. Embark on a trek back to the camp to enjoy a hearty breakfast, and pack
your bags before checking out for the next adventure. The next thing to tick off in our
Wayanad 4-day itinerary is the 900-Kandi, nestled in the deep forest. Hike on a
combination of mud and cement roads, immerse yourself in the jungle surroundings,
and stroll through tea and coffee estates. Don't miss the glass bridge extending into
the valley.

Dine at a nearby local restaurant for lunch, considering that food choices are limited
in this location. After lunch our next stop is the Banasura Sagar Dam. At this place,
immerse yourself in the stunning surroundings of Banasura Mountain, nestled within
the Western Ghats. Prepare for a sunset experience that looks straight out of fiction.
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Day 4: Explore, Discover, Savour
This is the last day of the trip, so make sure to wake up early in the morning. Make
your way to the Tea Museum to discover an antique three-story Tea Factory
constructed in 1911. Explore the now transformed, captivating Tea Museum and learn
all about its history. 
You should not miss the local cuisine on the last day of the Wayanad 4 days trip
plan. Afterward, drive to Lakkidi View Point and witness the picturesque mountain
setting amidst the Western Ghats, preparing for a tranquil sunset. Frequently hailed
as the "Gateway of Wayanad," this location is renowned for its enchanting bird's eye
view of Wayanad. 

Finally, it's time to bid farewell to Wayanad and commence the journey back to
Bangalore, carrying unforgettable memories of the Wayanad backpacking trip.
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